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Robot swarms?

ü Potentially very large systems of cyber-physical devices (mechatronics + software architectures + comms)
• Each device may be not extremely sophisticated 

• … this is just for budget reasons
• e.g., the forthcoming system of self-driving cars circulating on our roads are quite expensive …

ü Design objectives: 
• Scalability of performance
• Take full advantage of the inherently parallel and distributed architecture
• Exploit redundancy of resources for robustness and fault-tolerance
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Robot swarms?

ü Design approach (Swarm intelligence): 
• BoDom-up: relaTvely simple, uninformed individual controllers + relaTvely complex interacTon paUerns
• (Mostly) locality of interacGons
• Leverage emergence and/or self-organiza8on

☺ Nice: but, sTll we need to come up with good local interacGon rules and individual behaviors that once 
(non-linearly) composed with each other provide the desired system-level behaviors achieving the general 
design objecTves
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Downsides of swarm design

Downsides: 

• Predictability (formal guarantees) of the swarm behavior might be an issue

• Finite-time performance might be hard to characterize

• Efficiency in problem-solving might be mediocre
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Examples of potential applications of robot swarms

Warehouse operaTons LogisTcs, good delivery Search and Rescue, Post-disaster support

Farming

Cleaning

Patrolling

Reliability, efficiency, predictability
are highly desired
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A solu:on and a set of problems: The human-in-the-loop 

Adding a human in the loop of swarm operaTons can be beneficial for complex mission achievement:

• The human is expected to have a clear(er) view of the high level goals of the swarm mission
• The human has specific (superior?) cogniGve abiliGes and specific, sophisTcated sensory-motors skills
• The human can therefore guide, instruct, correct, bias, influence, parTcipate to, use …, swarm’s behaviors
• à Improve reliability, efficiency, robustness, usability in the real-world

Human roles?
↕

Autonomy levels?
Controls?

Interfaces (Human → Swarm)?

Interfaces (Swarm → Human)?

Interactions?→
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Human-Swarm Interac:on (HSI)

• Human-Swarm InteracGon (HSI) is a quite new of field of research, that can be seen as an outgrowth of the 
crossover between Swarm RoboTcs and HRI
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Desirable features for HSI

• Should promote positive emergence of intelligence 

• Should facilitate local rather than global interaction 

• Should be scalable, supporting large swarm size 

• The swarm should be able to perform well even without human input; the external input shall be used to speed up the 
mission or to achieve emergence in cases otherwise not possible 

• Should support multiple users to interact simultaneously 

• Should be able to present useful information to the user(s) for situational awareness 

• Should allow user(s) to adopt divide-and-conquer strategy enabling them to interact with a sub-group of robots at a time 

• The interaction should provide easy interface for user(s) to provide tactical input and domain knowledge to the swarm 

• The architecture should be generic such that it could be used in a variety of applications rather than being limited to 
specific applications 

• Added: Safety, both sides

Bashyal, Shishir, and Ganesh Kumar Venayagamoorthy. “Human Swarm Interaction for Radiation Source Search and Localization.” 
In IEEE Swarm Intelligence Symposium, 1–8. St. Louis, 2008.
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Human-Swarm Interac:on (HSI) in a nutshell

Human agent(s)

InteracGon 
interface

Roles
CogniTve effort

Robot swarm

Autonomy levels

Controls
Goals

Mission goals and constraints

Intra-Swarm 
interac8ons

Perceptual data

Feedbacks

State information

Situational awareness
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Human-Swarm Interaction (HSI): Roles for the human agent

• Supervisor: manages goals and intenTons, monitor and control the overall situaTon
• Planning what task to do and how to do it (high-level)
• Instruc8ng, through the chosen interface, the swarm what was planned
• Monitoring acTon online to make sure that all is going as planned and to detect failures
• Intervening: takes over control arer the desired goal state has been reached saTsfactorily,                    

or interrupts the automaTc control in emergencies to specify a new goal state
• Learning from experience so as to do beUer in the future.

• Peer: teammate of robots, gives tacTcal instrucTons, gives/receives local support, within the larger goals
• Bystander:  has no direct control, can interact but not at the goal or intenTon level. 

Mixed IniGaGve: Dynamically adjustable levels of autonomy by proacTve interacTon, role switching

• J. Scholtz, Theory and evaluaTon of human robot interacTons, in Proc. of the 36th Annual Hawaii Int. Conf. on System Sciences (HICSS), 2003.

• T. B. Sheridan, Supervisory Control, in Handbook of Human Factors and Ergonomics, G. Salvendy, Ed. John Wiley & Sons, 2006, pp. 1025–1052.

• S. Jiang and R. C. Arkin, Mixed-IniTaTve Human-Robot InteracTon: DefiniTon, Taxonomy, and Survey, Proc. IEEE Interna8onal Conference on 
Systems, Man, and Cyberne8cs, Kowloon, South Korea, pp. 954-961, 2015

HMI
HRI
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Examples of a human as a supervisor

J. Gancet, E. Motard, A. Naghsh, C. Roast, M. M. Arancon, and L. Marques, “User interfaces for
human robot interactions with a swarm of robots in support to firefighters,” in IEEE Int. Conf. on
Robotics and Automation (ICRA), Anchorage, AK, 2010, pp. 2846–2851.

Manage the swarm remotely 
from a control center

M. Selvaggio and G. Notomista, “Towards Natural Human-Swarm TeleoperaTon Using Hand Synergies,” In ICRA, 2018

TeleoperaTon
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Example of a human as a supervisor

F. Steele and T. Geb, “Directed Stigmergy-Based Control for Multi-Robot Systems.” In Proc. of the 
ACM/IEEE Int. Conf. on Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) , Arlington, Virginia, USA, 2007. 

Steer, direct 
swarm motion
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Example of a human as a supervisor (~peer)

J. Nagi, F. Nagi, A. GiusT, L. Gambardella, G. A. Di Caro, Human-swarm localizaTon: online learning of symmetric face poses, 
Proceedings of the IEEE Interna8onal Conference on Image Processing (ICIP), 2014

Use gestures for 
discrete (group) 

control

hUps://youtu.be/Y6TDw2fY0EE

https://youtu.be/Y6TDw2fY0EE
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Example of a human as a peer

J. Gancet, E. Motard, A. Naghsh, C. Roast, M. M. Arancon, and L. Marques, “User interfaces for human robot interactions with a swarm
of robots in support to firefighters,” in 2010 IEEE Int. Conf. on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), Anchorage, AK, 2010, pp. 2846–2851.

• GUARDIANS project 
• Robots and firefighters cooperatively work to the same task (goals and plans are given by a control center)
• Robots follow a firefighter, that locally affects swarm motions by his/her own motion, check possible 

obstacles and fire, and indicate to the firefighter where to move
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Examples of a human as a bystander

(Socially) Sharing navigaTon spaces

Rescuing (x5)

J. Guzzi, A. Giusti, L. Gambardella, G. A. Di Caro, Bioinspired obstacle avoidance algorithms for robot swarms, Proc. of International 
Conference on Bio-Inspired Models of Network, Information, and Computing Systems (BIONETICS), Best paper award, 2012

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_X2WAO5gvhA

https://youtu.be/CJOubyiITsE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_X2WAO5gvhA
https://youtu.be/CJOubyiITsE
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Crowdsourcing swarm control (for manipula:on)

hUp://www.swarmcontrol.net/games

Try out your own controls 
as a supervisor!

http://www.swarmcontrol.net/games
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Roles and their implementation

1. Selection of the functional role

2. Implementation of the role:

• how and which Controls to execute 
the role are sent out to the swarm

• determined by  / based on the 
properties of the selected Interaction 
interface & Swarm’s autonomy level

Human agent(s)

Interaction 
interface

Roles

Robot swarm

Autonomy levels

Controls
Goals

Perceptual data

Feedbacks

State information

Mission goals and constraints

Intra-Swarm 
interac8ons

Supervisor
Peer
Bystander

Situa8onal awareness
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Levels of Automation (LOA)

T. B. Sheridan, Humans and automation: System design and research issues, 
Human Factors, vol. 39, no. 2, p. 280, 2002. 

• To which extent the human operator can or need to exert supervisory control depends primarily on the 
autonomous capabilities of  the swarm with respect to the task and to its requirements

• The Levels of Automation (LOA) define the relationships between human operators and technology, and 
therefore the roles they can respectively  take on, depending on their mutual level of autonomy (w.r.t. the task)

HSI

Society of AutomoTve Engineers (SAE), NHTSA
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Levels of Automa:on vs. Supervisory Human roles

ü Fully Autonomous: the swarm performs fully 
autonomously without any operator interference
• General goals and constraints are provided

ü Machine-Oriented Semi-Autonomy: the swarm informs
operators of special needs (i.e., sporadically), gathers 
useful inputs, but makes most decisions without direct 
use of operator instructions

ü Human-Oriented Semi-Autonomy: the swarm informs
operators frequently (to let operators build situational 
awareness) and rely on their instructions for most 
decision-making

ü Manual Operation: Operators make all decisions and 
actions for the swarm

Adapted from: 
Z.-Q. Mi and Y. Yang, “Human-Robot InteracTon in UVs Swarming: A Survey,” 
Interna8onal Journal of Computer Science Issues (IJCSI), vol. 10, no. 2, p. 9, 2013.

Shared controlMixed iniGaGve 
systems
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LOA, workload, and complexity issues

• How complex is supervising a robot swarm?

• In CS, the notion of computational complexity, as the time that must be used to solve a problem as a function 
of the size of its input, is used to classify algorithms in terms of scalability and tractability

• The task of controlling multiple robots or  swarms  can be put in equivalence to an algorithm:  the operator 
must perform a repetitive sequence of decisions and actions to enable the system to achieve desired goals

• In HRI: Operator’s cognitive effort (workload) ~ Computational complexity
• 𝑂(𝑛) indicates a cognitive effort that scales linearly with the number of robots in the swarm

One operator for robot, robots are independent: 
Control cognitive effort is 𝑂(1)

One operator for mul8ple robots: CogniTve 
effort depends on robot dependencies
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Cogni:ve effort: linear growth
• A swarm on 𝑛 homogeneous robots performing independent acTviTes
• E.g. a Search and Rescue mission, where each robot gets assigned to a different porTon of the environment

• An operator can devote the same attention 
to each robot, switching from one robot to 
another

• More robots imply more effort

• The cognitive effort increases linearly with the 
number of robots: 𝑂(𝑛)

• If the number of operators is also increased 
linearly, each operator has a cognitive effort 𝑂(1)

• It sounds good, but it would hardly scale for(large) 
swarms!

time
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Cogni:ve effort: linear growth & neglect :me

• In the aUenTon switching behavior that results into a (nice) linear growth, each robot is ler unaUended for 
some Tme, that grows linearly with 𝑛

• When ler unaUended for some Tme (neglect Gme), things can go wrong for a (not fully autonomous) robot!
• How long a robot can be leY unaZended without compromising its performance? à Difficult esTmate!
• How to schedule operator’s aDenGon in order to minimize the possible negaTve consequences of neglect Tme?

Simple moral: 
• Individual robot control by a single operator doesn’t really scale
• The more autonomous the robots are the beUer is since the impact of neglect Tme becomes smaller 

M. Lewis, J. Wang, and P. Scerri, “Teamwork coordinaTon for realisTcally complex mulT robot systems,” in Proc. NATO Symp. Human Factors Uninhabited Military 
Vehicles Force Mul8pliers, 2006, pp. 1–12

D. R. Olsen Jr and S. B. Wood, “Fan-out: measuring human control of mulTple robots,” in Proc. SIGCHI Conf. Human Factors Comput. Syst., 2004, pp. 231–238. 

Y. Xu, T. Dai, K. Sycara, and M. Lewis, “Service level differenTaTon in mulT-robots control,” in IROS, 2010, pp. 2224–2230. 

Y. Xu, T. Dai, K. P. Sycara, and M. Lewis, “A mechanism design model in robot-service-queue control with strategic operators and asymmetric informaTon,” in Proc. 
51st IEEE Conf. Decision Control, 2012, pp. 6113–6119. 

S.-Y. Chien, H. Wang, M. Lewis, S. Mehrotra, and K. Sycara, “Effects of alarms on control of robot teams,” in Proc. Human Factors Ergonomics Soc. Ann. Mee8ng, 
2011, pp. 434–438. 

S.-Y. Chien, M. Lewis, S. Mehrotra, N. Brooks, and K. Sycara, “Scheduling operator aUenTon for mulT-robot control,” in IROS  2012, pp. 473–479. 
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Cognitive effort: controlling multiple robots at once

• What about controlling multiple robots at once?

• In this case controls are 
independent on the number 
of robots (as long as robots 
can handled their interactions 
autonomously)

• Cognitive effort is 𝑂(1)

ü This is indeed attractive as 
swarm control!
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Cogni:ve effort: robots with dependencies

• It is common to encounter scenarios where the robot interacTons aren’t handled autonomously by the robot 
themselves, or, more in general, robots have dependencies that may require the control of an operator for 
achieving higher efficiency (or, are handled by the operator by design choice, e.g., teleoperaTon)

• CogniGve complexity: it’s superlinear,  𝑂(> 𝑛) because 
dependences between robots create cascading demands from 
the operator side as the number of robots grows 

Cooperative box-pushing with occlusions
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Cognitive effort: trends, warnings, and useful hints

A. Kolling, P. Walker, N. Chakraborty, K. Sycara, and M. Lewis,
“Human Interaction With Robot Swarms: A Survey,” IEEE Trans.
Human-Mach. Syst., vol. 46, no. 1, pp. 9–26, Feb. 2016.

Watch out:  
• the cogniTve workload related to physically 

interacGng with the swarm (bidirecGonal 
communicaGons), as well as related to build 
situaGonal awareness from swarm’s inputs are 
not included in the graph

• 𝑂 1 must be considered as an ideal abstrac8on

Moral:
• In HSI it might be useful to refer to cogniTve 

complexity when designing operators’ roles
Ø Control of individual robots doesn’t really scale
ü Group control is the way to go 
v Robot dependencies that need to be managed 

by the operator should be avoided, since they 
determine an explosion in complexity
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The interac:on interface: communica:ons and controls

Human agent(s)

Interaction 
interface

Roles
Cognitive complexity

Robot swarm

Autonomy levels

Controls
Goals

Perceptual data

Feedbacks

State information

Mission goals and constraints

Intra-Swarm 
interactions

Supervisor
Peer
Bystander

Situa8onal awareness
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The interac:on interface: communica:ons and controls

• Where HSI happens:

1. Remote interaction

2. Proximal interaction

• How operator controls are physically issued

1. Instrumented modalities

2. Uninstrumented modalities 

• How information data from the swarm is 
gathered and represented 

• Types of supervisory control modalities

1. Switching behaviors

2. Changing parameters

3. Control via environmental influence

4. Control via proxy agents

Physical implementation choices Strategic choices
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Remote HSI interac:on, instrumented
Remote interacGon: human(s) and the swarm operate in separate environments

• Swarms operaTng in hardly accessible, dangerous, hosTle, 
harsh, remote, vast environments

• BidirecGonal communicaGons need to be in place
• Swarm is only “observed” based on received data
• Delays, intermiZence, errors, limited bandwidth in 

communicaTons can greatly affect performance
• Require instrumented means of interacTon
• Scalability issues (because of communicaTons)
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Proximal HSI, mostly uninstrumented
Proximal interaction: human(s) and the swarm (or part of it) are in a shared environment

• Support local, strategic interactions between the swarm, or sub-parts of 
the swarm, and operators

• An operator can observe the whole or part of a swarm directly
• Natural model for mixed, cooperative teams deployed in the same field
• Can be implemented using instrumented or uninstrumented (mostly) 

communications (or a combination of them)
• Multiple operators can be easily deployed, that can help scalability
• When the swarm can sense the operator, the latter can act as a special 

swarm member and thereby influence the behavior of the swarm
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Instrumented interfaces

Augmented reality
Tablets

Head mounted displays

Monitors, desktops

Depth cameras Joypads

Headsets

HapTc interfaces

…
Wearables
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Uninstrumented interfaces

Gestures

Gaze and gestures
Facial engagement

Gaze and speech
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Types of control modali:es: Switching behaviors

• Switching behaviors:
• Behavior-based FSM controlled by human

• The human operator gives control inputs at 
discrete time points by selecting a specific 
swarm algorithm from a behavioral library

• Require high LOA from swarm side to 
robustly execute the behavior

ü Good option for novice operators

• Communications need to be reliable

• The operator need to have a solid situational 
awareness and a good strategy to change, 
interrupt or correct behaviors

• Transient states can create problems

ü Very effective if well designed (high 
cognitive workload)
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Types of control modalities: Changing parameters

• Changing parameters:
• Behaviors are changed and modulated through 

changing selected system’s parameters 

• E.g., min and max distances between individuals, 
speed, attraction and repulsion forces, social 
reactions, personality traits

• A swarm is a complex system: a variety of stable 
attractors and behaviors is expected to emerge 
by parameter tuning

• Leverage emergence properties of swarms

• Parameters do not directly influence the 
behavior, but rather have indirect effects
through behaviors emerging from interactions 
within the swarm and its environment. 

S. Kerman, D. Brown, and M. A. Goodrich, “SupporTng human interacTon
with robust robot swarms,” in 2012 5th Interna8onal Symposium on
Resilient Control Systems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA, 2012, pp. 197–202.
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Types of control modali:es: Use of proxy agents (leaders)
• Use of proxy agents (leaders) :
• The operator selects and controls individual robots or a small subset of the swarm, thereby reducing 

the number of robots that have to be considered simultaneously (i.e., reducing workload)

• The selected robots act as proxy for the operator, and are expected to influence and lead the robots 
that are in their proximity à Leaders

• The influence of the proxies is expected to propagate through the swarm, such that eventually the 
enTre swarm is being influenced and lead by the human proxies

• Leader-Follower architectures, where leader control can be:

• Persistent (e.g., teleoperaTon)
• Discrete (e.g., underwater, limited bandwidth)

S.-Y. Jung and M. A. Goodrich, “Multi-robot perimeter-shaping 
through mediator-based swarm control,” in 16th Int. Conf. on 
Advanced Robotics (ICAR), Montevideo, Uruguay, 2013, pp. 1–6.

S. Bashyal and G. K. Venayagamoorthy, “Human swarm interaction
for radiation source search and localization,” in IEEE Swarm
Intelligence Symposium, St. Louis, USA, 2008, pp. 1–8.
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Types of control modalities: Environmental influence (stigmergy)
• Environmental influence (sGgmergy) :
• Environmental influence involves releasing locaTon-dependent informaTon, 

where informaTon can be released by the operator:

• directly in the environment (virtual or physical) and sensed by nearby agents

• or can be carried on by agents (proxy) and communicated (or exposed) to 
neighbor agents

• Challenge: how to physically modify the environment? (e.g., release beacons)

• Challenge: how to keep the locaTon-dependent informaTon consistent arer moving? 

• Only the behavior of the swarm agents within the part where the informaTon is released is being 
directly influenced, however, the influence can propagate throughout the swarm step by step

M. Daily, Youngkwan Cho, K. MarTn, and D. Payton, “World
embedded interfaces for human-robot interacTon,” in 36th
Annual Hawaii Int. Conf. on System Sciences (HICSS), 2003.
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Types of control modalities: Environmental influence (stigmergy)

• Signature way of interaction in swarm intelligence systems, inspired by pheromone-based interactions 
in insect colonies

• It is maybe the more suitable way to control a swarm, as it does not directly interfere with the 
autonomous emergence of different swarm behaviors

• Robots in the swarm do not change behavior or parameters, but rather adapt to sensed information in 
the local environment

• Challenges: where, when, for how long, what type of information the operator should release?
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What we have covered 

Human agent(s)

InteracGon 
interface

Roles
Cogni8ve complexity

Robot swarm

Autonomy levels

Controls
Goals

Perceptual data

Feedbacks

State informaTon

Mission goals and constraints

Intra-Swarm 
interactions

Supervisor
Peer
Bystander

Situational awareness

A. Kolling, P. Walker, N. Chakraborty, K. Sycara, and M. Lewis, “Human Interaction With Robot Swarms: A Survey,” 
IEEE Trans. Human-Mach. Syst., vol. 46, no. 1, pp. 9–26, Feb. 2016.
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Pheromones at work for user and swarm
F. Ducatelle, G. A. Di Caro, C. Pinciroli, F. Mondada, L. Gambardella, CommunicaTon assisted navigaTon in roboTc swarms: self-organizaTon and cooperaTon, IROS, 2011
F. Ducatelle, G. A. Di Caro, A. Förster, M. Bonani, M. Dorigo, S. Magnenat, F. Mondada, R. O'Grady, C. Pinciroli, P. Rétornaz, V. Trianni, and L. M. Gambardella, CooperaTve 
navigaTon in roboTc swarms, Swarm Intelligence, vol. 8, n. 1, pp. 1-33, 2014

• The user can place the target robots (e.g., 
for transportaTon, patrolling, …)

• Targets keep adverTsing their presence in 
the MANET

• Robots do not see the targets, they can 
only hear them in the wireless network

https://youtu.be/jO6mkKzAiLA

https://youtu.be/jO6mkKzAiLA
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Leader-Followers for transportation
G. Kapellmann-Zafra, J. Chen, and R. Groß, “Using Google Glass in Human–Robot Swarm Interaction,” in Towards Autonomous Robotic 
Systems (TAROS), vol. 9716, L. Alboul, D. Damian, and J. M. Aitken, Eds. Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2016, pp. 196–201.

• Persistent leader control
• Minimal workload: only one leader, direct 

view, easy vocal + graphical interface
• Swarm’s autonomy is high but inefficient and 

ineffecTve
• Operator’s situaTonal awareness is high: 

proximal, instrumented interacTons with 
direct global view 

hUp://naturalroboTcs.group.shef.ac.uk/supp/2016-002/

http://naturalrobotics.group.shef.ac.uk/supp/2016-002/
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Teleopera:on of the swarm for coopera:ve manipula:on

G. Gioioso, A. Franchi, G. Salvietti, S. Scheggi, and D. Prattichizzo, The flying hand: A formation of UAVs for cooperative aerial 
tele-manipulation, in 2014 IEEE Int. Conf. on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), Hong Kong, China, 2014, pp. 4335–4341.

• Swarm Teleoperation ~ Persistent leader control
• All robots act as “leaders”
• Remote, instrumented control
• High workload
• Swarm’s autonomy is minimal, overall it requires 

full human intervention for the task
• Operator’s situational awareness is high: depth 

camera for hand interpreter, graphical feedback, 
support for positions and forces
• Scaling to “large” swarms?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1YkE7ZgPGQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1YkE7ZgPGQ
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Gesture-based discrete and con:nuous teleopera:on
J. Alonso-Mora, S. Haegeli Lohaus, P. Leemann, R. Siegwart, and P. Beardsley, “Gesture based human - MulT-robot swarm interacTon 
and its applicaTon to an interacTve display,” in IEEE Int. Conf. on Robo8cs and Automa8on (ICRA), SeaUle, 2015, pp. 5948–5953.
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Gesture-based discrete and con:nuous teleopera:on

Fixed formation: robots mimic the movements 
of the human. The user’s joint positions are 
projected on a plane perpendicular to the depth 
coordinate, transformed to ground coordinates 
and each robot follows one specific joint. 

Constrained shape morphing: For 
constrained control of the robots 
a enclosing shape is defined, 
which can be warped to produce 
a variation in the configuration. 
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Gesture-based discrete and continuous teleoperation

• For real-Tme, intuiTve Swarm TeleoperaTon
• Proximal interacTons, uninstrumented control
• Centralized, instrumented detecTon, tracking, 

recogniTon, planning
• Low workload (need to acquire the vocabulary)
• Swarm’s autonomy is minimal (mostly centralized)
• Operator’s situaTonal awareness is high
• Can scale, as long as the centralized support does 

hUps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bM5-nyeNjms

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bM5-nyeNjms
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Gesture-based control of sets of fully autonomous robots

• Gesture language for high-level plans and local 
control: grammar-based composition of instructions
• Speech integrates gestures
• Robots provide feedback to the user
• Designed for search ad rescue operations

Nagi, J., Giusti, A., Gambardella, L., Di Caro, G. A., Human-swarm interaction using spatial gestures, Proceedings of the 27th IEEE/RSJ 
International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), 2014
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Gesture-based control of sets of fully autonomous robots

• Robots in the swarm act as a cooperaTve vision 
sensor, to detect and classify individual gestures and 
check consistency of the enTre sequence
• Individual recogniTon is based on a trained CNN
• Consensus is fully distributed

A. GiusT, J. Nagi, L. Gambardella, G. A. Di Caro, CooperaTve sensing and recogniTon by a swarm of mobile robots, Proceedings of 
the 25th IEEE/RSJ Interna8onal Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), 2012

hUps://youtu.be/kHpXEcYanvY

hUps://youtu.be/Wv2_K4e28mU

https://youtu.be/kHpXEcYanvY
https://youtu.be/Wv2_K4e28mU
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Gesture-based control of sets of fully autonomous robots

• Swarm discrete and direct control
• All robots are “leaders”
• Proximal interaction
• Low workload (learn vocabulary)
• Swarm’s autonomy is high
• Operator’s situational awareness is 

high, also based on feedback
• Useful for tactical operations
• Fully uninstrumented
• Scalable (swarm recognition)

https://youtu.be/VIIBTIXTiWE

https://youtu.be/VIIBTIXTiWE
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Gesture-based control of sets of fully autonomous robots

hUps://youtu.be/Q9OOGf7YCOc

hUps://youtu.be/5C15yE7v-80

https://youtu.be/Q9OOGf7YCOc
https://youtu.be/5C15yE7v-80
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Multi-modal, wearable-based control of autonomous swarms
Robo-centric, vision-based interaction has a number of limitations ...
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Mul:-modal, wearable-based control of autonomous swarms

Wearable + MulG-modal fusion
+ Make the robots passive!

B. Gromov, L. Gambardella, and G. A. Di Caro. Wearable mulT-modal interfaces for mixed-iniTaTve interacTon in human mulT-robot 
teams. In ICRA Workshop on Fielded Mul8-robot systems opera8ng on land, sea, and air, 2016. 

B. Gromov, L. Gambardella, and G. A. Di Caro. Wearable mulT-modal interface for human mulT-robot interacTon. In Proc.of
14th IEEE Interna8onal Symposium on Safety, Security, and Rescue Robo8cs (SSRR), 2016. 
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Multi-modal, wearable-based control of autonomous swarms

• Each modality has its scope
• A cross-checking can be done 

to guarantee consistency of 
instructions
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Mul:-modal, wearable-based control of autonomous swarms

• Swarm discrete and direct control
• Robots are leaders and followers
• Proximal interacTon
• Low workload (learn vocabulary)
• Swarm’s autonomy is high
• Operator’s situaTonal awareness is 

high, also based on feedback
• Useful for tacTcal operaTons
• Instrumented
• Scalable

hUps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQEOhhDULoM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQEOhhDULoM
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Multi-modal, wearable-based control of autonomous swarms

Robot identification and relative localization are still issues, but technology is there …
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Summary

• Overview of the relaTvely new field of Human-Swarm InteracGon (HSI)

Human agent(s)

InteracGon 
interface

Roles
Cogni8ve complexity

Robot swarm

Autonomy levels

Controls
Goals

Perceptual data

Feedbacks

State informaTon

Mission goals and constraints

Intra-Swarm 
interactions

Supervisor
Peer
Bystander

Situational awareness

• Presentation and discussion of 
choices, issues, and challenges 
related  to the main components 
of HSI systems

• A few examples from the literature 
have been shown, mostly focusing 
on proximal interactions

• The field is evolving, there are no 
well established or ‘final’ solutions

• Many user studies, but limited to 
either small swarms or to rather 
artificial scenarios in simulation

• Scalability & emergence
• The field is growing, robot swarms 

can truly benefit from humans in 
the loop, more developments are 
expected and needed!


